
Investment News Delivered Fast

The News you Need for Event-driven Trading Decisions 
Major financial institutions trust the NewsEdge 
Signal solution to target the news they need with 
unparalleled speed. It delivers the fastest feed available 
to financial professionals who are serious about news-
based trading strategies. Get news from the industry’s 
most respected sources on the events that move 
markets: corporate actions, earnings announcements, 
unanticipated news – even rumors. All content is 
processed, standardized, indexed and delivered with 
near-zero latency.  We apply filters specifically designed 
for trading and market-moving events, so you have the 
news you need to make your best trading decisions. 

 » Direct  
We are a direct distributor of SEC EDGAR filings, 
bypassing slower vendors for the fastest access to  
the filings you use most.

 » Fast  
Our multicast protocol enables package delivery 
to either a single data center or multiple centers in 
nano seconds, providing a speed advantage where 
your trading algorithms live.

 » Selective 
Choose the delivery option that works best for your 
business: full stories, headline and lead paragraph 
only, or headline only, and combine your content 
with metadata as needed.

 » Personalized 
We provide ticker symbols and event tagging on all 
news, so you can customize your feed to include 
only the news you want to see. 
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Fast and Focused 
The market moves fast – but the NewsEdge Signal solution 
is faster. In addition to getting direct feeds delivered in 
milliseconds, the information is tagged so you can access 
it quickly. View news tagged specifically for trading or 
choose only those tags that are important to your business. 
Streaming news feeds go directly into your proprietary 
applications, with near-zero latency. Standardized ticker, 
industry, and subject category codes keep up with the latest 
buzzwords and trends, and impact codes isolate the news 
impacting the markets. 

Tailored Delivery 
Industry-standard XML delivery means you can easily 
integrate the NewsEdge Signal solution into your 
proprietary applications. You can choose the delivery  
option that works best for your business: full stories, 
headline and lead paragraph only, or headline only, and 
combine your content with metadata as needed. Our push 
feed runs live 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, so you will 
never miss a beat.

Industry-Specific Content 
Get direct access to news that moves markets. We provide 
distilled Reg FD press releases, SEC EDGAR filings, rumor 
wires, and more through a single standardized feed. Our 
content comes from the names you trust: Business Wire, 
Briefing.com, GlobeNewswire, PR Newswire, and more. 
Story text is available on alternate push channels for  
deeper research.

 » M&A Announcements

 » Regulatory Actions

 » Movements

 » Guidance

 » Stock Buybacks

 » Dividend Changes

 » Personnel

 » Market Moves

 » Restructurings

 » Earnings Reports
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